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Introduction 
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants has defined the Financial Accounting as the 
art of recording, classifying and summarising in as significant manner and in terms of monev 
transactions and events which in part, at least of a financial character, and interpreting the resulis 
thereof. American Accounting Association delines accounting as "the process of identifying, 

measuring, and communicating economic information to permit informed judgments' and decisions by 
users of the information. From the above the following attributes of accounting cmerge: 

(1) Accounting is an Art: Accounting is classified as an art, as it helps us in attaining our aim of 

ascertaining the financial results that is operating profit and financial position. Analysis and 

interpretation of financial data require special knowledge, experience and judgment. 

(2) It involves recording, classifying and summarising: Recording means systematically writing 

down the transactions and events in account books soon after their occurrence. Classifying is the 

process of grouping transactions or entries of the same type at one place. This is done by opening 

accounts in a book called ledger. 

(3) It records transactions in terms of money: this provides a common measure of recording and 

increases the understanding of the state of affairs of the business. 

4) It records only those transactions and events which are of financial character: If a 

transaction has no financial character then it will not be measured in terms of money and not 

recorded. 

(5) It is the art of interpreting the results of operations to determine the financial position of 

the enterprise. 

Objectives of accounting 
The following are the main objectives of accounting: 

(1) To keep systematic records 
(2) To protect business properties 
(3) To ascertain the operational profit or loss 
4) To ascertain the financial position of the business 
5) To facilitate rational decision making 
(6) Information System 

Branghes of accounting 
To meet the ever increasing demands made on accounting by different interested parties such as 
owners, management, creditors, taxation authorities ete., the various branches have come into 
existence. There are as follows: 

(1) Financial accounting: The object of financial accounting is to ascertain the results (profit or 
loss) of business operations during the particular period and to _tate the financial position 
(balance sheet) as on a date at the end of the period. 

(2) Cost accounting: The object of cost accounting is to find out the cost of goods produced or 
services rendered by a business. It also helps the business in controlling the costs by indicating 
avoidable losses and wastes. 

(3) Management accounting: The object of management accounting is to supply relevant 
information at appropriate time to the management to enable it to take decisions and effect 
control. 

Users of accounting information 
The basic objective of accounting is to proVide information which is useful for petsons inside the 
organisation and for persons or groups outside the organisation. The various users of accounting 

ipkomaoA re investors, employees, lenders, suppliers & creditors, customers, government etc. 
Managemepfase whole is also interested in the accounting for managerial decisions. On the basis of 

ccounts, manayment determin�s the dMdUS1BAtheir various decisions on the functioning of the 
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(8) Realisation Concept: Realisation Concept is otherwise known as Revenue Recognition 

Concept. According to this concept, revenue is the gross inflow of cash, receivables or other 

considerations arising in the course of an enterprise from the sale of goods or rendering of 

services from the holding of assets. 
(9) Accrual Concept: Accrual Concept is closely related to Matching Concept. According to this 

concept, revenue recognition depends on its realization and not accrual receipt. Likewise cost 

is recognized when they are incurred and not when paid. The accrual concept ensures that the 

profit or loss shown is on the basis of full fact relating to all expenses and incomes 

Il:Accounting Conventions: Accounting Conivention implies that those customs, methods and 
practices to be followed as a guideline for preparation of accounting statements. The accounting 

conventions can be classified as follows: 
(1) Convention of Disclosure: The disclosure of all material information is one of the important 

accounting conventions. According to this convention all accounting statements should be 
honestly prepared and all facts and figures must be disclosed therein. The disclosures of 
financial information are required for different parties who are interested in the enterprise. The 
Companies Act lays down the forms of Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet. 

(2) Convention of Conservatism: This convention is closely related to the policy of playing safe. 
This principle is" often described as "anticipate no profit, and provide for all possible losses." 
For example, under this convention inventory is valued at cost price or market price whichever 
is lower. 

(3) Convention of Consistency: The Convention of Consistency implies that accounting policies, 
procedures and methods should remain unchanged for preparation of financial statements from 
one period to another. 

(4) Convention of Materiality: According to Kohler's Dictionary of Accountants Materiality may 
be defined as "the charaçteristid attaching to a statement fact, or item whereby its disclosure or 
method of giving it expression would be likely to influence the judgment of a reasonable 
person." 

Golden rules of accounting 
Thene are three types of accounts. 

Accouns 

Persbnal1 Impersonal 

Groups/ Artificial 
or Legal Represemative 

Natural 

TNotminal 

Tangble miangible 
tevenue! Expense 

Persopal Aceounts: Acçounts r�cording transadtions with'a persbn or group of perspns are khown' as 
personal accoúats. These accourts are nec�ssary, in particular,.to record credit transaçtions. Personal accounts áre of the following types 

(a) Natureal persons: An account r�cording tYansactions with an individual umaD being is ternted 
as a natural persons' personal account., eg, Kamal'Si account, Mala's accouht,: Sharmà's accounts. Both males and females are included in it. ' (6) Artificial, or legaky persons: An aocount recording fináneial transadtjons with"dh atificl�l 
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Accounting terminology 
1. Assets: An asset may be defined as anything of use in the future operations of the enterprise & belonging to the enterprise. E.g., land, building, machinery, cash etc. 
2. Capital: The excess of assets over liabilities of the enterprise. It is the difference between the total assets & the total liabilities of the enterprise. e.g.,: if on a particular date the assets of the business amount to Rs. 1.00 lakhs & liabilities to Rs. 30,000 then the capital on that date would be Rs.70,000/- 

3. Equity: In broader sense, the term equity refers to total claims against the enterprise. It is further divided into two categories. 
i. Owner Claim Capital 
ii. Outsider's Claim -Liability 

4. Liability: Amount owed by the enterprise to the outsiders i.e. to all others except the owner. e.g.,: trade creditor, bank overdraft, loan etc. 
5. Revenue: It is a monetary value of the products or services sold to the customers during the period. It results from sales, services & sources like interest, dividend & commission.
6. Expense/Cost: Expenditure incurred by the enterprise to earn revenue is termed as expense or 

cost. The difference between expense & asset is that the benefit of the former is consumed by the business in the present whereas in the latter case benefit will be available for future activities of the business. e.g., Raw material, consumables & salaries etc. 
7. Drawings: Money or value of goods belonging to business used by the proprietor for his personal use. 
8. Owner: The person who invests his money or money's worth & bears the risk of the business. 9. Sundry Debtors: A person from whom amounts are due for goods sold or services rendered or in respect of a contractual obligation. It is also known as debtor, trade debtor, accounts receivable. 
10. Sundry Creditors: It is an amount owed by the enterprise on account of goods purchased or services rendered or in respect of contractual obligations. e.g., trade creditor, accounts payable. 11. Inventory: This is items held in stock, for eventual sale to customers. 
12. Fixed Assets: These are more expensive assets that the business plans to use for multiple years. 13. Accounting: Process of identifying, measuring, and reporting financial information of an entity. 14. Accounting Equation: Capital = Assets- liabilities 
15. Dapreciation: Recognizing the decrease in the value of an asset due to age and use. J6. Dvidend: Amounts paid to shareholders out of current or retained earnings. 17. Double-Entry Bookkeeping: System of accounting in which every transaction has a corresponding debits and credits.
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04 1S 
26 A27 S17A27BAGATE PKADNYA SANJAY 

o4 
27 A28 $1723KOI PRAJAKTA PRAVIN 

1S 
28 A29 S17A2 PRANAY MORESHWAR KOLI 

18 o4 22 
2 A30 S17A30NAR PREETHI MAHESH 
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30 A31 $17A31 NAICU RADHAMAKESH RAJAGURU 

o4 14- 
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44 A47 $17A47KOLI VIKRANTI SANTOSH 
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S.S.18A49 SHAIKH NADEEM AKHTAR KALIM AKHTAR 19 45 A50 
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I.S 19.51 YADAV NARAYANMURTHI ARMUGAM o3 12 48 A52 
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25 A29 T17A29 CHOUDHARY JITENDRA DEVRAM 12 

26 A30 T17A30 YER KARTIK SHANKARAN absent 

27 A31 T17A31KHAN LAYBA ABDUL MAJID 47 
28 A32 T17A32 BAGWE MANDAR VINAYAK absent 

29 A33 T17A33YADAV MANIMEGHA CHIDAMBARAM 37 
30 A34 T17A34 SHAIKH MOHD SHAFIQ ABDUL SUBHAN 37 

31 A35 T17A35KAZI MUZAMMIL MAQSOOD absent 

32 A36 T17A36 REDDY NEELAVATHE SUNDAREESAN 22 

33 A37 T17A37 JOSHI NEHA BASANT 51 

34 A38 T17A38 KODAPPULLY NEHA MULKRAJAN 31 

35 A39 T17A39 MHATRE NIKHIL VIJAYKUMAR 23 
36 A40 T17A40 GAIKWAD NIMISHA VIKRAM 35 

37 A41 T17A41 SINGH NISHANT RAMJI 42 

38 A42 T17A42PATIL NIVESH MANOJ 40 

39 A43 T17A43 DSOUZA NIXON NELSONN 43 

40 A44 T17A44BHOGALE OMKAR NAMDEV 53 

41 A45 T17A45 PARIHAR OMPRAKASH PRABHULAL absent 

42 A46 T17A46 KADAM PRACHI MADHUKAR 32 

43 A47 T17A47PRATIK 23 

44 A48 T17A48 BOMBE PRATIK RAMDAS 36 

45 A50 T17A50 SOLANKI RENUKA RAJNIKANT 24 

46 A51 T17A51PAWAR REVANNATH RAJENDRA 44 

47A54 T17A54 ABU SHAHID SADIK BADSHAH 40 
48 A55 T17A55 SADHANA BABURAV KOLPUKE 24 

49 A56 T17A56AMBHURE SAHIL KUSUMCHANDRA 21 

T17A57 GUNDETI SAITEJA SATYANARAYANA A 
8 StiTA58 POPALGHAT SAKSHI SANJAY 

50 10 
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81 B37 S.T.18.35JANBHARE ANUSHKA VALMIK 41 

82 S.T.18.36AUTI RUTUJA SUDHAKAR B38 

65 B39 S.T.18.37MUTAL SHIVANI CHANDRAKANT 
83 

84 S.T.18.38PATEL SHIFA MOHD HANIF B40 

47 
B42 S.T.18.40BANE MAYURESH PRADEEP 85 

14 
B43 S.T.18.41CHAND MAN SHYAM 86 

32 B44 T.16.54AMLVAISHNAVI 87 

B45 T.T.19.42KOLI VISHAKHA BHASKAR 31 88 

89 B46 T.16.85RAVTAR DEEN HANESH absent 

90 B47 T.16.59 MHATRE GAURAV YOGESH 

T.16.36 SHAIKH IMRAN IMAN 44 91 B48 
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Intensive Coaching 

This will ensure that the students get expert guidance on important topics of dilficult 

subjects. 

To be conducted for all sludents. 

Term - FY, SY and TY students in September/October, 2018 

Term 1 - 1FY, SY and TY students in March/April, 2019 

Open Book Exam 

To be conducted for all SY and TY students immediately alter completion of portion. This 

will ensure that the students are prepared for inportant topics of all subjects. Students can 

learn the answers from their books and notes for the questions given for a stipulated time 

period and after that they will write the answers on their own. 

Open book exam will help students: 
learn for understanding rather than just remembering 

understand how to find införmation 

make good notes and organise materials for fast reference 

apply the information in your sources to the questions 

Tem 1- FY, SY and TY students in September/October, 2018 

Term II- FY and SY students in March/April, 2019 

The 1QAC and Result Improvement Committee had organized a Power Point Presentation on 

the topics relating to Economics on 21s" January, 2019 in the college. 

Objective: 

POWER POINT PRESENTATION 'ARTHASHASTRA' 

To encourage self learning and enhance the soft skills amongst students 

To develop the art of public speaking and to stimulate their thinking process and 

sensitize them towards socio-legal issues and enable them to organize their thoughts 

and present them in a systematic manner with the use of information technology. 

Preliminary Examination 

Question papers set strictly based on university pattern. 

Preliminary Examination: 
Term I (odd semester) for TY students in October, 2018 

Term II (odd semester) for TY students in March/April, 2019 

Ms. Babita Kakkar 
Convenor 
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